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Department of Structural Biology, Weizmann Institute of Science, Rehovot, IsraelABSTRACT DNA recognition by DNA-binding proteins (DBPs), which is a pivotal event in most gene regulatory processes, is
often preceded by an extensive search for the correct site. A facilitated diffusion process in which a DBP combines three-dimen-
sional diffusion in solution with one-dimensional sliding along DNA has been suggested to explain how proteins can locate their
target sites on DNA much faster than predicted by three-dimensional diffusion alone. Although experimental and theoretical
studies have recently advanced understanding of the biophysical principles underlying the search mechanism, the process
under in vivo cellular conditions is poorly understood. In this study, we used various computational approaches to explore
how the presence of obstacle proteins on the DNA influences search efficiency. At a low obstacle occupancy (i.e., when few
obstacles occupy sites on the DNA), sliding by the searching DBP may be confined, which may impair search efficiency. The
obstacles, however, can be bypassed during hopping events, and the number of bypasses is larger for higher obstacle occu-
pancies. Dynamism on the part of the obstacles may even further facilitate search kinetics. Our study shows that the nature
and efficiency of the search process may be governed not only by the intrinsic properties of the DBP and the salt concentration
of the medium, but also by the in vivo association of DNA with other macromolecular obstacles, their location, and occupancy.INTRODUCTIONDNA binding proteins (DBPs) mediate cellular gene expres-
sion and regulation by rapidly and specifically binding to
DNA sites in the genome (1). DNA target localization by
proteins may exceed the diffusion limit by two orders of
magnitude, as was observed in vitro for the lac repressor
(2). To explain this phenomenon, the theory of facilitated
diffusion (3,4) suggested that DBPs use a reduced dimen-
sionality search process involving three-dimensional (3D)
diffusion in solution and one-dimensional (1D) sliding
along DNA. Such 1D movement of proteins along DNA
is enabled through electrostatic attraction between the posi-
tively charged patches common in DBPs (5) and the nega-
tively charged backbone of DNA. This attraction typically
results in a transient nonspecific protein-DNA association,
with affinities that strongly depend on the salt concentration
and that can be several orders of magnitude lower than the
affinities to the specific DNA target sites (6).
Early evidence from ensemble studies that focused on
endonuclease activity provided important indirect evidence
for the ability of proteins to move one-dimensionally along
DNA (7,8). More recently, NMR (9), single-molecule
studies (10), and in vivo evidence (11,12) have demon-
strated that a combination of 1D and 3D motions is indeed
common in many DBPs and have further elucidated the
mechanism and kinetics of 1D motion along DNA. In partic-
ular, it is now accepted that proteins may track the DNA
backbone when they helically slide along the major groove
(13,14) or may perform microscopic hopping from one site
to another.Submitted January 5, 2013, and accepted for publication March 20, 2013.
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0006-3495/13/05/2042/9 $2.00Despite considerable theoretical (15–21) and experi-
mental efforts, researchers have yet to obtain a detailed
description and understanding of the possible effects of
macromolecular crowding and of the presence of obstacles
on the properties and quality of 1D movement along
DNA, and the overall efficiency of DNA search by proteins
is still poorly understood (22–24). A particularly puzzling
issue is how proteins that slide along DNA stretch in a rota-
tion-coupled manner (13) to overcome obstacles, such as
statically bound nucleosomes in eukaryotes (25–27),
nucleoid proteins in bacteria (28), or other nonspecifically
bound DBPs that may diffuse independently along the
DNA (22,29). DNA coverage by DBPs is high—indeed,
they are estimated to cover ~30% of genomic prokaryotic
DNA (28,30) and a much higher percentage of eukaryotic
DNA (31). In the yeast genome, the presence of obstacles
results in the average nucleosomal spacer region length be-
tween obstacles ~10–40 bp (25). The presence of obstacles
may interfere with the 1D motion of DBPs along DNA.
Although several theoretical studies suggested that increas-
ing the number of obstacles occupying sites on the DNA in-
creases the search time for a specific target (22,32), several
experiments demonstrated that obstacles could be bypassed
under certain conditions. Specifically, proteins that employ
more hopping in their 1D DNA search can bypass obstacles
as large as nucleosomes (33) or other DBPs (34,35). By
contrast, proteins that slide can be blocked by nucleosomes
or even by DNA deformations (33,35).
Here, our purpose is to understand the consequences that
DNA coverage by obstacles has for the mechanism and
kinetics of 1D DBP searches of DNA. Using coarse-grained
molecular dynamic (MD) simulations for nonspecific
protein-DNA interactions, which have been demonstrated
to capture many of the search features observedhttp://dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.bpj.2013.03.030
DNA Search in the Presence of Obstacles 2043experimentally (36–38), we provide several new, to our
knowledge, insights regarding the effects of the obstacles
on the search.MATERIALS AND METHODS
Coarse-grained simulation model
We used a coarse-grained model (5,14,36) in which the protein is repre-
sented by a single bead per residue centered at the Ca position and the
DNA is modeled by three beads per nucleotide (representing phosphate,
sugar, and base) that are positioned at the geometric center of the repre-
sented group.We performedMD simulations of a human DNA-binding pro-
tein Sap-1 (PDB code: 1bc8), member of the Ets transcription factors in the
presence of 100 bp double-stranded DNA. Sap-1, a 93 amino-acids globular
protein with a total of 15 and 6 positively and negatively charged residues,
respectively, uses a winged-helix DNA-binding domain to activate tran-
scription. The protein was simulated by a native topology-based model
that excludes nonnative interactions and uses Lennard-Jones potential to
represent native contact interactions. Electrostatic interactions acting
between all the charged beads in the system were modeled by the Debye-
Hu¨ckel potential (see below). For all simulations, we used a 100 bp dou-
ble-stranded DNA that remains rigid and static in its canonical B-form
and that was centered on and aligned with the Z-axis. Obstacles were
equally spaced along the DNA. Each obstacle occupied 2 bp (see Fig. S1
in the Supporting Material) and was modeled by either changing the
charge of the phosphate beads from 1 to þ1 or by neutralizing the charge
of the phosphates and increasing the exclusion volume repulsion radius
(Cex) by a factor of 2 or 4 relative to the radius of DNA beads in nonoccu-
pied sites (Cex
0).
The dynamics of the protein along the DNA was simulated using the
Langevin dynamics (36,39). The simulations were performed at constant
temperature below the unfolding temperature of the protein Sap-1 (i.e.,
Tsimulation z Tf, where Tf is the equilibrium proteins folding/unfolding
temperature), and was analyzed in terms of sliding and hopping (together
termed 1D diffusion) and 3D diffusion. All runs were simulated for
200  106 time steps that allow extensive DNA sampling by the protein
and transitions between sliding, hopping, and 3D search modes. To differ-
entiate in silico between protein sliding, hopping, and free 3D diffusion, we
used the definitions defined by Givaty and Levy (36). 1D diffusion along
the DNAwas used to calculate the mean square displacement profiles along
the Z-axis. We accounted for obstacle bypasses in the simulations as hop-
ping events that result in the protein jumping from one side of an obstacle
to another and calculated the kinetics for the obstacle bypassing as kbypass¼
1/tbypass, where tbypass is the median protein residence time between two
adjacent obstacles in a 1D search mode. We point out that due to coarse-
graining of the model, one cannot easily convert the time steps to realistic
time. Nevertheless, our model reproduces the ratio D3/D1z 100 as charac-
terized experimentally as well as other kinetic and mechanistic features
such as the dependence of the linear diffusion on salt concentration.Modeling nonspecific protein-DNA interaction
using Debye-Hu¨ckel potential
Because of the elusive nature of nonspecific interactions between protein
and DNA, which are central to the DNA search process by proteins, we
used a simplified representation for nonspecific DNA binding in which
the interactions between proteins and DNA are governed solely by electro-
static forces. Beads representing the charged amino acids (Arg, Lys, Asp,
and Glu) and the DNA phosphate groups were charged in the model. We
employed the Debye-Hu¨ckel potential to describe the electrostatic interac-
tions between the protein and DNA. Although the Debye-Hu¨ckel model is
powerful in introducing the salt effect of screening electrostatic interactions
into the Coulomb potential, one should be aware of its approximations. Themodel is valid for relatively dilute conditions, as it approximates that the
potential energy of an ion is determined by pairwise interactions with other
neighboring ions. The detailed effects of higher salt concentrations and
of ion condensation on DNA have to be studied using the nonlinearized
Poisson-Boltzmann equation, as well with atomistic simulations that can
elucidate the dynamics of the ionic layer during sliding on the DNA.
Because the model is coarse-grained, the distances between the charged
beads of the protein and the charged DNA beads are longer compared to
fully atomistic models (the charges are placed at the phosphate and Ca
beads instead of their actual atoms). Consequently, the salt concentrations
reported in this work using the coarse-grained model (10–50 mM) are
smaller than typical physiological salt conditions (~100–150 mM). The
range for the salt condition selected in this work is however a measure of
strength within the model that successfully recapitulates many important
characteristics of protein search modes on DNA (36,40–43). We used a
dielectric constant of 70–80 (the typical range in water), because the pro-
tein-DNA interface is much more hydrated in the nonspecific complex
than in the specific complex (17).Estimation of the search efficiency of the DNA
To address the efficiency of the DNA search, we employed the positions
probed (PP) measure (36), which indicates the number of new DNA sites
visited by a protein during a simulation when the helical recognition site
is located at the DNA major groove. This measure is calculated by dividing
the DNA into sections having a length of 3.3 A˚ (the length of a single DNA
bp). Any frame in which the protein is situated at the DNA major groove is
added to the PP measure, unless this position has already been visited by the
sliding mode. When the protein dissociates from the DNA, all marked po-
sitions are wiped, and the number of probed positions is left unchanged.
Thus, the next time the DNA is probed, all positions will be unmarked.
Wiping the marked positions after each dissociation event is performed
to mimic the fact that, upon dissociation, the probability of the protein
returning to the same DNA section is negligible; thus, upon reassociation,
the protein would be probing an unprobed region of the DNA. Because our
model does not include the specific site, the PP measure serves as an esti-
mate for the ease with which the protein locates the specific site.Monte Carlo simulations for a random walk
on a 1D lattice with Gaussian obstacles
We simulated the movement of a random walker on a 1D lattice with uni-
form potential. For each set of simulations, we imposed on the 1D lattice
equally distributed Gaussian potentials at spacing ranging from 5 to 50
lattice sites (Gaussian height equals 10, and standard deviation is s ¼ 7,
10, or 15). The protein moves between adjacent sites with the moves being
accepted or rejected according to the Metropolis criteria.Lattice simulations of a random walker
with mobile obstacles
We account for a scenario in which some obstacles leave the DNA, whereas
others randomly associate with it at the same rate such that constant equi-
librium obstacle occupancy is maintained. The obstacles may cover the
target site and hide it for a searcher protein. The model we use is a circular
1D lattice representing a DNA with N ¼ 200 sites. The protein takes
random single move walks in each step where kProt,1D is the rate constant
for protein 1D movements. The dynamics of the obstacles is incorporated
through the factor m ¼ kObst/kProt,1D, where kObst is the rate at which each
obstacle is evacuated from its current site and randomly binds at another
nonoccupied site). Salt effects are introduced through an additional pair
of rate constants for the protein: k1D3D for on- to off-lattice transitions
and k3D-1D for off- to on-lattice sites. For simplicity, we represent the saltBiophysical Journal 104(9) 2042–2050
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r corresponds to a low salt concentration at which the protein has a
higher probability for 1D than 3D diffusion. We studied five values of r
(see Table S1).RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
DNA search efficiency depends on obstacle
occupancy and salt concentration
A typical DBP often alternates between 3D diffusion in so-
lution and 1D excursion along DNA that may involve
sliding or microscopic hopping events, depending on salt
concentration (36). In addition, the protein may transfer be-
tween two distant DNA segments through a looped DNA re-
gion (44) (Fig. 1 A). To explore the effects of obstacles on
the 1D motion of a DBP along DNA, we used coarse-
grained (MD) simulations of a globular transcription factor
(Sap-1, PDB code: 1bc8, see Materials and Methods) inter-
acting with a DNA molecule that is 100 bp long. In our
model, only nonspecific electrostatic interactions, which
are incorporated through the Debye-Hu¨ckel potential, exist
between the protein and the DNA, and protein motion is
driven by thermal diffusion. Obstacles were represented
by perturbations: electrostatic repulsions or strong excluded
volume effects (see Materials and Methods) introduced onto
the canonical B-DNA to create a nonuniform backbone
incompatible with continuous 1D sliding by a DBP along
DNA (Fig. 1 A). In each simulation, various numbers (0–
15) of obstacles (each occupying 2 bp) were positioned at
equal intervals along the DNA. The efficiency with which
the protein sampled the DNA was monitored using the PP
measure (see Materials and Methods), which records the
number of DNA sites that are newly visited by a DBP using
the sliding search mode (36).
At a low salt concentration (0.01 M) where electrostatic
screening is relatively weak, the protein is mostly bound
to the DNA (i.e., performs sliding) and is likely to encounter
the obstacle quite often. Fig. 1 B shows a decrease in the PPA B
protein via electrostatic repulsions (DNA phosphate bead charge is modified fro
excluded volume interactions (bulky obstacles with an excluded volume four tim
results reflect averages over 40–50 simulations under each salt condition and o
Biophysical Journal 104(9) 2042–2050at a moderate occupancy of 3–5 obstacles per 100 bp (cor-
responding to 0.1 < S < 0.2, where S is the obstacle occu-
pancy—a unitless ratio of the protein diameter R to the
distance between two adjacent obstacles l; see inset). As
the obstacle occupancy on DNA increases (S > ~0.35),
the search efficiency recovers. Naturally, on a fully loaded
DNA, the DNA backbone is not accessible for sliding and
consequently the previous rapid rise in the number of newly
visited DNA sites tapers off. At a higher salt concentration
of 0.03 M, a similar trend is observed, though the overall
search efficiency is higher and, when the DNA is fully
loaded with obstacles, the search efficiency is strongly
diminished. When further increasing the salt concentration
to 0.05 M, moderate DNA occupancies (3–5 obstacles, S
~0.2) have less effect on DNA sampling, presumably
because the sliding events are much more transient and ob-
stacles are encountered less frequently. Marked changes in
PP values are evident only at high obstacle occupancies (S
> ~0.4) at which the DNA has limited accessibility to the
protein. Similar effects on search efficiency are obtained
for charged and bulky obstacles.
To highlight interference by the obstacle in the kinetics
and mechanism of the search performed by the DBP, we
calculated the mean-squared displacement (MSD) profiles
for 1D dynamics of the protein along the DNA occupied
by 0 (S ¼ 0.04), 4 (S ¼ 0.2), and 7 (S ¼ 0.34) obstacles, un-
der salt concentrations of 0.01, 0.03, and 0.05 M. Fig. S2
shows MSD profiles for 10 representative trajectories. For
a moderate occupancy of S ¼ 0.2, the overall slope of the
profiles is lower than that obtained from naked DNA simu-
lations, therefore implying a decrease in the 1D diffusion
coefficient of the protein. As the occupancy increases
(S ¼ 0.34), so do the slopes of the MSD profiles, implying
that the 1D diffusion coefficient has recovered, in agreement
with the increase in DNA sampling efficiencies observed in
Fig. 1 B for 0.01 and 0.03 M at high values of S. Similar to
the effect of salt concentration on the usage of sliding, hop-
ping, and 3D diffusion (36), we find that increasing obstacleFIGURE 1 Protein search mechanism on
obstacle-covered DNA. (A) A schematic view of
protein search mechanisms on DNA in the pres-
ence of obstacles (red rectangles). The protein
may encounter an obstacle during sliding or may
perform microscopic hops, which may assist
bypassing the obstacles. DNA loops may also assist
obstacle bypassing as the protein may occasionally
use intersegmental transfers to traverse between
two DNA regions that are far apart in sequence
but are spatially close. (B) PP as a function of
obstacle occupancy S (calculated as R/l, where
R is the diameter of the searching protein and l is
the length of spacer DNA between two adjacent
obstacles, see inset). Obstacles repel the searching
m 1 to þ1 at the location of the obstacles—shown by solid circles) or via
es that of the protein, CEx/CEx
0 ¼ 4—shown by empty squares). Reported
bstacle settings. Error bars reflect standard errors.
ADNA Search in the Presence of Obstacles 2045occupancy may interfere with the population of these search
mechanisms. At a low salt concentration of 0.01 M, the pro-
tein performs mostly sliding. However, under higher salt
conditions, increasing the load of obstacles on the DNA re-
sults in more hopping and 3D diffusion events at the expense
of sliding (Fig. S3). We next aim to understand the source
for the modified sampling efficiency under varying obsta-
cles occupancies, and to elucidate how the preference for
a particular combination of sliding, hopping, and 3D diffu-
sion may enable the protein to efficiently probe loaded
DNA.B
C
τ
FIGURE 2 Protein confinement and obstacle bypassing. (A) Each 1D
event (sliding and/or hopping dynamics), is characterized by two measures:
dz, the distance between the minimal and maximal positions of the protein
along the Z-axis and MSDz, the total mean square displacement of the pro-
tein along the Z-axis (diagrammed in the inset). Redundancy in 1D searches
of DNA (MSDz/dz) is shown as a function of obstacle occupancy S for
various salt concentrations for charged obstacles (solid circles) and for
bulky obstacles (squares and diamonds) characterized by different ratios
of the excluded volume repulsion radius (Cex) to the radius of DNA beads
in nonoccupied sites (Cex
0). (B) Productive hopping events versus S for the
same salt concentrations and obstacle types as in (A). The inset shows the
average duration of all hopping events hthoppingi (in units of simulation
time steps) against the average number of hopping events per simulation
for 0, 4, and 8 obstacles (corresponding to S¼ 0.04 (circles), 0.2 (triangles),
or 0.4 (squares), respectively) for transient (unproductive) hops (upper
diagram) and successful bypasses (lower diagram). (C) Protein sampling
of DNA with a nonuniform obstacle occupancy including tightly packed
inaccessible regions (S > ~0.8), low occupancy oversampled regions
(0 < S < ~0.25), and moderately occupied efficiently sampled regionsModerate obstacle occupancies confine 1D
search to the linker region
To test whether obstacles block the linear diffusion path for
the searcher protein as it moves along DNA, we focused on
1D excursion by the DBP. For each 1D event, we measured
dz, which is the distance between the minimal and maximal
positions of the DBP on the Z-axis (with which the DNA is
aligned) and MSDz, which is the sum of all projections on
the Z-axis during a single 1D excursion (14) (see Fig. 2
A). A higher value for MSDz/dz, reflects greater redundancy
in 1D search, with the DBP revisiting previously searched
DNA sites. Fig. 2 A shows how the average redundancy
changes as a function of DNA obstacle occupancy, with a
clear hierarchy between different salt concentrations. At
0.01 M, redundancy in sampling the DNA sites is greatest
for S ~0.2 (3–5 obstacles per 100 bp). Repeatedly revisiting
DNA sites reduces the overall search efficiency, and indeed
search redundancy is significantly negatively correlated
with PP at a salt concentration of 0.01 M (Fig. 1 B)
(Pearson¼0.74, p< 0.01). A high degree of 1D sampling
redundancy for S ~0.1–0.2 is also observed under 0.03 M
salt conditions, but to a lesser extent under high salt condi-
tions of 0.05 M. Fig. S4 illustrates that, at low to moderate
obstacle occupancies (S < ~0.2), the mean value of dz
decreases and is confined by obstacle spacing length. For
a salt concentration of<0.05 M, the values are highly corre-
lated with the length of the linker region between two
adjacent obstacles. These observations imply that moderate
occupancies confine the protein to 1D motion in regions
restricted between two adjacent obstacles and therefore
reduce the overall sampling efficiency of the DNA.(~0.25 < S < ~0.8).Obstacle bypass is enabled by enriched hopping
events
The negative effect of obstacles on overall DNA search
efficiency that arises from confinement of the DBP to a
restricted region is more pronounced under conditions that
commit DBP sliding to a helical motion along the DNA
major groove. This can be seen in both the PP (Fig. 1 B)
and search redundancy (Fig. 2 A) data at relatively low
salt concentrations and for low obstacle occupancies.However, we found that as the obstacle load on DNA
increases, the protein may perform more hopping events
(see Fig. S3). Because the protein is more detached from
the DNA backbone during hopping than sliding, these
events may enable it to bypass obstacles. Fig. 2 B shows
the percentage of productive hopping events that result in
bypassing an obstacle (measured as the number of hopping
events from one side of an obstacle to the other side, normal-
ized by the total number of hopping events) as a function ofBiophysical Journal 104(9) 2042–2050
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productive hopping events at S ~0.45 does not exceed ~8%
(for a charged obstacle). At higher salt concentrations, hop-
ping events are more productive and ~14% of hops result in
crossing an obstacle at occupancies of S ~0.45.
The effect of salt concentration on the ability of a protein
to bypass obstacles arises from its effects on both the total
number of hopping events and the duration of each such
microscopic jump (the product of the total number of hop-
ping events and their durations, thopping, is the fraction of
hopping used in the search, Fig. S3). The inset of Fig. 2 B
shows the average duration of hopping as a function of the
number of hopping events for 0, 4, and 8 obstacles on the
DNA (S ¼ 0.04, 0.2, and 0.4, respectively) under three
different salt conditions. At a low salt concentration of
0.01 M, the number of hops dramatically increases with
obstacle occupancy but their duration remains relatively
short, and rarely enables obstacle bypassing. At a salt con-
centration of 0.03 M, the number of jumps does not increase
dramatically with S, but their duration becomes longer and
they may be more productive in bypassing obstacles (see
inset of Fig. 2 B). This is consistent with the observation
that, as the length of DNA flanking an obstacle decreases,
the protein is able to bypass the obstacle more frequently
(see Fig. S5). When further increasing the salt concentration
to 0.05 M, the number of jumps at large S values decreases
because of the dominance of 3D diffusion over sliding and
hopping (Fig. S3).
Collectively, the observations of protein confinement in a
redundant 1D scanning of the linker region under low
obstacle occupancy (Fig. 2 A) and of enhanced bypassing
through hopping as the obstacle occupancy increases
(Fig. 2 B) may outline a predictive scenario for scanning
an inhomogeneous genome bearing a nonhomogenous dis-
tributions of obstacles (Fig. 2 C). Although regions that
are fully packed with obstacles (S > ~0.8) restrict protein
accessibility for nonspecific DNA binding, low occupancy
regions (0< S< ~0.25) might be oversampled by a searcher
DBP, and regions with moderate occupancy (~0.25 < S <
~0.8) can facilitate protein bypass from one linker region
to another and thus increase the number of sites to be visitedBiophysical Journal 104(9) 2042–2050by a protein. Such a mechanism may enable nucleosomal
repositioning, for example, to guide regulatory proteins to
key genomic regions and prevent their access to other
regions, or may cause the proteins to diffuse rapidly among
different genomic regions that occupy internucleosomal
DNA. Fig. 3 shows scenarios of DNA sampling and obsta-
cles bypassing by the simulated protein Sap-1 as it interacts
with DNA occupied uniformly by 4 obstacles (S¼ 0.2). The
protein intimately, but nonspecifically, interacts with the
DNA major groove (i.e., sliding dynamics) via its recogni-
tion helix in the middle of spacer regions where the obsta-
cles have no effects. Bypassing of the obstacles by the
DBP is enabled through perturbing the rotation-coupled
translation dynamics of the DBP from the helical trace of
the DNA.Protein-DNA energy landscape in the presence
of obstacles: effect on bypass kinetics
Fig. 4 A shows three trajectories of the protein movement
along the DNA axis under two salt conditions and for three
different values of obstacle occupancy. The random walk
nature of motion observed for the protein when no obstacles
present, is restricted by the presence of the obstacles (4 (S¼
0.2) and 6 (S ¼ 0.29)). The number of transitions from one
spacer region to another through obstacle bypass increases
with the number of obstacles. In the absence of obstacles
(S ¼ 0), the motion of the DBP along the DNA is random
and not restricted. Fig. 4 B shows that the obstacle bypass
rate achieved by the protein at low and medium salt con-
centrations (0.01 and 0.03 M, respectively) increases with
obstacle occupancy on DNA (0.2 < S < 0.9). The manner
in which the rate increases and saturates depends on the
type of obstacle and the salt conditions (e.g., the bypass
rate is higher at 0.03 M compared with 0.01 M because
of the greater number of hopping events, see Fig. 2 B),
although qualitative agreement between the trends is
observed.
The origin for the enhanced kinetics can be determined by
plotting the mean protein-DNA energy (the sum of the elec-
trostatic and exclusion volume energies) at each positionFIGURE 3 A typical trajectory of Sap-1 search
on DNA associated with obstacles, under salt con-
centration of 0.03 M. For illustrative purposes, the
obstacles (4 equally spaced charged obstacles) are
shown as bulky spheres. Red dots mark the Ca
position of residue 61 (from the center of the pro-
tein DNA recognition helix that is shown in green)
during the simulation. The left and right conforma-
tions depict simulation snapshots where the protein
propagates through helical sliding in which its
recognition helix is situated at the DNA major
groove. The two protein conformations in the mid-
dle depict bypass snapshots. Obstacle bypassing
is enabled as the protein undergoes hopping and
its recognition helix is excluded from the DNA.
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FIGURE 4 Obstacle bypass kinetics. (A) Raw
trajectories data of the displacement of the protein
along the DNA axis (Z-axis) under salt concentra-
tions of 0.01 M (blue) and 0.03 M (red). Upper
panel: No obstacles (S ¼ 0), middle panel: 4 obsta-
cles (S ¼ 0.2), low panel: 6 obstacles (S ¼ 0.29).
Dashed black lines denote the positions of obsta-
cles. (B) Dependence of obstacle bypass kinetics
(kbypass) on obstacle occupancy S at various salt
concentrations for charged (circles) and bulky
obstacles with Cex/Cex
0 equals 2 (diamonds) or 4
(squares).
DNA Search in the Presence of Obstacles 2047along the DNA. Fig. 5 A shows the energy of the DBP on
DNA that is loaded with 4 obstacles (top, S ¼ 0.2) and 6 ob-
stacles (bottom, S ¼ 0.29). Notably, the energetic barrier for
crossing the obstacles is lower for the more crowded DNA.
In addition, the bypass barrier is lower for the higher salt
concentration.
To rationalize the linkage between the energetic barrier
for bypassing obstacles and their density on the DNA, we
performed simplified Monte Carlo simulations in which
we measured the bypass kinetics for a random walker on a
1D lattice that is uniformly loaded with obstacles. In this
model, the obstacles were represented by Gaussian poten-
tials (defined by their width s) and were positioned at equal
spacings L along the 1D lattice. Under crowded conditions,
the Gaussian tails of the obstacles overlap, therefore
elevating the potential energy between the Gaussian peaks
and reducing the energy barrier for crossing the obstacles
(Fig. 5 B and Fig. S6).Dynamic obstacles impair DNA search less than
stationary ones
In vivo, a searching DBP may encounter other DNA-bound
macromolecules, such as other DBPs, that search for their
own target sites on the DNA. Although some obstacles,
such as nucleosomes, are relatively stationary, others, such
as enzymes or transcription factors, may be more mobile.
To quantify the effects of obstacle dynamics on search
mechanism, we simulated a random walker (representing
the DBP) on a 1D lattice (representing DNA) at constantA Bobstacle occupancies in the range of 0–95% (each obstacle
occupies a lattice site that is inaccessible to the walker). The
walker moves one-dimensionally from one site to another
with a characteristic rate of kProt,1D, as each obstacle is evac-
uated from its current site and immediately binds randomly
at another nonoccupied site at a rate of kObst (Fig. S7). Thus,
the dynamics of the obstacles is incorporated into the model
through m, which is the ratio of the two characteristic rate
constants (m ¼ kObst/kProt,1D). In addition, we introduced
a salt dependency that came into play in the ratio of rate
constants, r ¼ k1D-3D/k3D-1D, where k1D-3D and k3D-1D are
the rate constants for protein transition from the DNA into
the bulk and vice versa, respectively. At a low r value
corresponding to a low salt concentration, the protein is
predominantly bound to the 1D lattice, whereas at higher
r values the protein dissociates from the lattice and rebinds
randomly to an unoccupied site. We studied five values of r
(see Table S1).
We measured search efficiency (calculated as the ratio of
the number of visited sites to the total number of sites in
the lattice) for various conditions of m, r, and percentage
of obstacle occupancy. Beyond the pronounced, but ex-
pected, improvement in search efficiency at higher salt
concentrations (at which dissociation of the walker from
the lattice is followed by reassociation at a distant site),
the results clearly show that increasing the obstacle dy-
namics (increasing m) enables the random walker to main-
tain lattice sampling efficiency with no interruptions even
at high occupancies of ~75% (Fig. 6, A and B). Fig. 6 C
illustrates the sampling efficiency for a random walkerΔ
Δ
FIGURE 5 Protein-DNA energy landscape. (A)
Protein-DNA energy landscape at two salt concen-
trations and under two obstacle occupancy condi-
tions on DNA loaded with charged (smooth line)
or bulky (dotted line) obstacles. (B) Monte Carlo
simulation landscapes for a random walker on a
1D lattice showing a reduced energy barrier for
bypassing under increasing obstacle occupancy.
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A B C FIGURE 6 Effect of mobile obstacles on DNA
sampling efficiency. Lattice simulations of a pro-
tein (random walker) moving at a rate kProt,1D on
a 1D lattice containing mobile obstacles. The
protein may dissociate to the bulk at rate k1D-3D
or reassociate at rate k3D-1D. The obstacles disso-
ciate from their sites at a rate kObst. Immobile ob-
stacles have a small m value, dynamic obstacles
have a large m value, and r indicates the tendency
of the protein to dissociate from the DNA and so
corresponds to the salt concentration. (A and B)
Lattice sampling efficiency (average of 10 simula-
tions, normalized by the mean at 0% occupancy)
under low salt (A, r ¼ 1010) and higher salt (B, r ¼ 104) conditions. (C) As in C, but here the protein may hop over single obstacles with a probability
of 0.5. The black lines in B and C, correspond to a sampling of obstacle-covered DNA with sampling efficiency similar to that achieved on naked DNA
when obstacle bypassing are excluded (solid) or included (dashed).
2048 Marcovitz and Levythat can bypass a single obstacle with probability of 0.5.
The ability of the protein to hop enables it to overcome
immobile obstacles and scan the DNA efficiently at occu-
pancies as high as 50%. Our observations imply that
smaller proteins that diffuse relatively fast will experience
obstacles as static objects, whereas large proteins experi-
ence them as dynamic objects (i.e., for a given DNA envi-
ronment, mlarge-protein > msmall-protein). We expect therefore,
that small DBPs will be more affected by crowding on
DNA in comparison with larger DBPs that search for their
regulatory sites.CONCLUSIONS
We demonstrated that, as the DBP performs more sliding
along the DNA, its search efficiency in the presence of ob-
stacles may be reduced as its dynamics confine it to redun-
dant 1D scanning of the spacer region between two adjacent
obstacles. This finding may imply that an inhomogeneous
positioning of obstacles along DNA can sequester sampling
to within certain regions while reducing the possibility of
searching other regions, as is the scenario in yeast genomes,
for example, where most regulatory regions exhibit low
nucleosomal occupancies (26). The sequestration effect by
the obstacle may result in a slower search when the target
site is not located in the accessible region that is defined
by the obstacles.
Although the obstacles may restrict the DNA region that
is accessible for searching, they may be bypassed during
hopping events. The number of hops and their duration,
which could differ between different DBPs and can be
modulated by the salt concentration, might determine the
possibility of jumping over obstacles. More importantly,
at a relatively high obstacle density, the nonspecific inter-
action between the DBP and the DNA is weaker compared
with less crowded DNA and the protein therefore performs
more hopping at the expense of sliding. This observation
serves as another example of the importance of hopping
in searching DNA (34,45–48). The enhanced hopping
dynamics may be viewed also as an outcome of theBiophysical Journal 104(9) 2042–2050more frequent collisions of the DBP with obstacles as
the density of the latter increases. Alternatively, the hop-
ping may be viewed as two-dimensional sliding, which
was proposed as a mechanism for bypassing obstacles
(35). We anticipate that protein hopping in looped DNA
regions may facilitate intersegmental transfers between
DNA regions far apart in sequence (Fig. 1 A), which
further assist obstacle bypassing. Increasing obstacle occu-
pancy thus reduces the energetic barrier for bypassing an
obstacle. By contrast, on less crowded DNA, obstacle ef-
fects become more localized and the protein may be trap-
ped and perform a redundant and inefficient sampling of
the linker region (49,50). In causing the protein to linger
in a particular region, the obstacles may mask other
DNA regions and thus bias the search to the linker region
and reduce the search time (51). On the other hand,
causing the protein to pause in a particular region may
be advantageous if, by increasing the search time, it
enables the search to be better synchronized with other
cellular processes (22).
Our lattice simulations imply that dynamic obstacles,
such as other DBPs that search for their own target DNA
sites, are far less of an impediment to the search process
than immobile obstacles. Consequently, a protein may be
able to efficiently sample DNA even if it is relatively
densely loaded with obstacles. Thus, the synergism between
obstacle occupancy, the intrinsic dynamics of obstacles, and
the salt concentration may facilitate the search and
contribute to the ability of proteins to navigate through
the complex DNA organization to find their regulatory
binding sites.SUPPORTING MATERIAL
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